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rather than progress, and the century was nearly half
over before any conspicuous signs of development are
to be discerned. Then, as we have seen, by a kind
of miracle, German literature advanced in leaps and
bounds to a culmination with the great poet who was
born when the promise of better things had only just
begun to show itself.
How is this miracle of literary growth to be
explained ? There is, it seems to me, only one
answer: Germany rose to greatness by borrowing
from her neighbours, by assimilating their ideas ; she
was the daw in peacock's feathers. The intellectual
conditions of the country cannot justify any other
explanation : for anything more provincial in thought
and feeling than the Germans of the eighteenth
century, more narrow in outlook, it would be difficult
to conceive. Even the rise of Prussia to political
importance under Frederick the Great found, owing
to the alien intellectual sympathies of the king,
a comparatively insignificant echo in Prussian litera-
ture. One is inclined to wonder sometimes how so
unpromising a provinciality could have provided the
matrix from which a Goethe or a Schiller sprang;
nor was the provinciality easily, or ever, eradicated :
it left its traces on Germany's poetry at the very zenith
of her achievement.
What happened was that the Germans, schooled
first in the conception of " taste " embodied in French
classicism, were quick to develop any feature that
promised a relaxation of its unwelcome stringency:
they were alert to grasp tht new liberating ideas
brought from England by the Spectator^ and later by
the llichardsonian novel, Thomson, the tragedy of
common life, Young, Ossian and the Percy ballads.
Germany devoured this new literature—as a natural
consequence of her previous starvation diet—far
more greedily than France, digested it more quickly,
and reproduced it in a surprisingly unimitative
literature. Eighteenth-century Germany, or at least,

